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WEEK 1 – Splendid Skies - Weather - Snow, Ice & Frost 
WEATHER WARM UP 
Let’s get our bodies moving and our voices warmed up with some different weather actions 
and sounds. 
 
Sun – Bring both arms straight up above your head (in front of your face) and stretch them 
out to the side, spreading the suns rays with your fingers wriggling.  
Say ‘Ah’ as you make the shape. Like you are enjoying the warm sunshine. Repeat x4 
 
Wind – stretch out arms in front of you and woosh them from side to side. Make the sound of 
the wind with a ‘shhh’ and ‘woooo’ and ‘whoosh.’ Repeat x4 
 
Snowflakes -  make snowflakes with your hands – bunch up the fingers and then stretch 
them out quickly. Repeat x8 (twice) 
Say – Brrrrr and rub your hands and arms like you are cold. 
 
Rain – Stretch your arms up and wriggle your fingers down in front of you like the falling rain.  
Say Pitter Patter - really pronounce the ‘p’ and the ‘t’ sounds. Repeat x4 
Splash – Clap your hands and say ‘splash.’ Exaggerate the ‘s’ and the ‘sh’ sounds when you 
say the word. Repeat x4 
 
CHANT 
Pitter Patter, Pitter Patter, Pitter Patter, Splash. Repeat x4 
Use your hands to make the rain actions as you say pitter patter and then end with a clap on 
splash. 
 
FROST - LONG and SHORT sounds 
Listen to Winter Song (Jack Frost) – Paul Lindsay 
https://youtu.be/nWJAsmNdrkE 
 
What can you notice? How does it sound? 
Can you hear long and short sounds? 
 
The short sounds are when you are singing about Frosty Jack, the snow, frost and icicles. 
Shown in blue. 
The long sounds are when you are singing about the wind. Shown in red. 
ADD ACTIONS & SING 
Join in with the song, by singing and adding actions. 
When you hear the short sounds make the snowflake shapes with your hands.  
When you hear the long sounds, wave your arms like the wind from side to side. Like we did 
in the warm up.  
 
Jack Frost, frosty Jack, 
Snow and icicles in his sack.  
Jack Frost, frosty Jack, 
Snow and icicles in his sack.  
Blow the wind, Jack. Blow the wind, Jack. 
Cold the wind, Jack. Cold the wind, Jack. 
REPEAT 
 
Frosty Jack, Frosty Jack, 



Snow and icicles in his sack. 
Frosty Jack, Frosty Jack, Frosty Jack! 
REPEAT 
 
Blow the wind, Jack. Blow the wind, Jack. 
Cold the wind, Jack. Cold the wind, Frosty Jack. 
Brrrrrrrr. 
 
LISTEN and MOVE 
Vivaldi’s Four Seasons – Winter 
https://youtu.be/U3O7Xb2bgsY 
 
Find a scarf, handkerchief of piece of material. Hold the corner in between your thumb and 
first finger. 
Listen to the music and bounce the scarf up and down when you hear the steady pulse/beat 
of the music. 
When the music changes move the scarf around to match the sound.  
Go back to the steady bounce when you hear the beat. 
If you have space you could do big sweeping movements, twirling and whirling like a flurry of 
snow with your scarf. 
Listen carefully and make the movements that match the music with your scarf. 
 
KEEP THE PULSE/BEAT 
Ice Skating Sequence – Gigi 
https://youtu.be/ZfPyPVWjzb4 
 
If you have paper plates, take two and stand on them to use as ice-skates. If you don’t have 
paper plates you could use card, from an old box or cereal packet. Or just slide around in 
your socks. 
Standing on your plates/card slide around the room, left, right, left, right, keeping in time to 
the music.  
Counting 1 2, 1 2 etc. Swing your arms in time too, as though you are ice-skating. 
Have fun! 
 
 
 


